To pair a new replacement Wireless PTT:
1. Connect the adapter to the radio. Connect the microphone to the adapter. Make sure the radio is off.
2. Using a pen, press down on the “Pairing Hole” on the Adapter Receiver. At the same time, press the finger PTT.
3. While holding everything down, turn on the radio.
4. When the radio transmit LED is solid red, pairing is complete.

MANUFACTURER’S LIMITED WARRANTY

Your Sales Receipt is required to validate & obtain warranty services. Your Nighthawk is warranted against internal defects in material or workmanship. All of our earphones are warranted for 12 months. Hygiene restrictions prevent us from extending our limited warranty to wearable parts such as: Fin Ultra Ambi eartips, earmolds, clear tubes & ear inserts.

The warranty is extended to the original purchaser only and does not cover the following:
* Physical abuse
* Improper maintenance of unit
* Damage from tugging or pulling
* Frayed, torn or exposed wires
* Crushing or smashing in any way, shape or form

General misuse of the item such as: Excessive voltage, tampering with the unit or repairs attempted by someone other than the manufacturer will void the MANUFACTURER'S LIMITED WARRANTY.

The manufacturer reserves the right to evaluate and refuse warranty based on their evaluation. In order to obtain warranty services, proof of purchase in the form of a SALES RECEIPT must be returned along with the product.

For Returns Dept. & Return Authorization # Call Toll Free: (888) 372-1888. After calling, send your return along with your name address & Return Authorization number to: The Earphone Connection, Inc. 25139 Avenue Stanford Valenda, CA 91355

Visit our YouTube Channel: EPC Headsets for videos about Combi Kits installation.
COMBI ADAPTER & WIRELESS PTT KIT:

WIRELESS PTT FINGER TRANSMITTER:

EASY-CONNECT ADAPTER RECEIVER:

**TRANSMITTER BUTTON**

To connect, grab the cable from the connector with the fore finger & thumb on either side of the guide arrow. Align the guide arrow with the alignment mark on the radio adapter and gently push down (see Figure A on the left).

To release, with the same two fingers grab the spring loaded metal release and pull up.

Easy-Connect:
Guide Arrow & Alignment Arrow are lined up.

Note For Connecting XTS Adapter to the Radio:
Attached bottom of the adapter first, pull back latch, press adapter against radio, release latch. Lock latch with screw.

OPTIONAL MICROPHONE INSTALLATION:

LOW PROFILE EARBUDDS

MICROPHONE & VOLUME ADJUSTMENT

EARBUDDS CONNECT TO INTERFACE CABLE

IBLEND OR HAWK CABLE CONNECTS TO EASY-CONNECT ADAPTER RECEIVER

EASY-CONNECT ADAPTER CONNECTS TO RADIO